Introducing GKEY
GoldKey Finance is a user-governed financial services provider powered by blockchain
and its DeFi derivative. The platform offers decentralized financial services that
cushion users from the volatility of centralized financial services that often result
from corrupt dealings and poor regulations on the markets.
Driven by users, Goldkey unlocks the full potential of the blockchain system to create
decentralized financial products. This system eliminates complexities and
vulnerabilities that emerge from erratic events prone to centralized financial systems
including economic depressions and instabilities. Goldkey is a trustless system
powered by the user, and for the user.

What is GKEY?
A product from GoldKey Finance, GKey is a DeFi protocol that provides users with the
best yields in the Ethereum ecosystem, just with an internet connection. GKEYis
purposefully unique and provides a fully secure and transparent experience, backed
by audited smart contracts and a powerful token system.
GKEY offers a suite of services starting with staking and farming that users can access
from one platform.

Features of GKEY
While still in their earliest stages, digital currencies and DeFi are demonstrating
impartiality as an option, in contrast to the conventional monetary systems. Here are
some features of GKEY:
Decentralization: The DeFi protocol distributes its authority to participants in its
ecosystem, rather than individual or central entities. This eliminates risks of
compromise that would result from targeted attacks on centralized protocols offering
the platform additional layers of security and creating a transparent and trustless
ecosystem.
Functionality: GKey is a multifunctional protocol and ERC-20 token. Its decentralized
governance makes it a top priority for smart contracts on the Ethereum ecosystem.
GKEY offers a suite of services, including staking and farming, that are accessible on a
single platform.
Usability: GKEY's platform’s design is aimed at simplicity and built on an interactive
user interface (UI) to enhance their experience when accessing multiple services that
GKEY offers.

GKEY Functionalities
Staking
Unlike other platforms, GKEY offers a fixed rate of return on their staked assets
rather than offering an introductory high APR which often diminishes with time.

Returns are guaranteed to be sustainable in the long term, given the token structure,
token cap at 6,000,000 GKEY, and no mint provision in the token contract.
Staking is simple and efficient, and with a lockup period of just 48 hours, users can
enjoy staking on the GKEY platform. You can withdraw tokens and their interest
amount at any time after the lockup period. Claim your earned rewards at no extra
fees. By staking, the circulating token supply is limited thus driving GKEY price higher.

Yield Farming
Also referred to as Liquidity Mining, yield farming enables users to earn rewards with
their token holdings. GKEY Farming allows you to earn rewards by providing liquidity
in a variety of pools available. Users are required to provide liquidity to the Uniswap
GKEY-ETH pair via Uniswap pools. This will, in turn, provide guaranteed returns paid
from Uniswap fees. Rewards depend on the number of tokens you deposit in the pool.
By providing liquidity, users earn fees directly from Uniswap and get rewarded
UNIv2(GKEY-ETH) tokens. It is these tokens that one uses to farm to receive GETH2.
Below is an example of vault returns:
If there are 9000 UNI-V2 (GKEY/ETH) pooled tokens in a vault, and a user deposits
1000 UNI-V2, the contract's total balance of UNI-V2(GKEY-ETH) pooled tokens
becomes 10,000.
And User A's share now is: 1000 / 10,000 = 10 %
If *B* deposits 10000 more UNI-V2(GKEY-ETH) Pooled tokens to this vault, the
contract's total balance of UNI-V2(GKEY-ETH) Pooled tokens becomes 20,000.
User A's new share becomes: 1000 / 20,000 = 5%
If 200 GETH2 tokens are distributed to this vault per month, User A’s earnings would
be 200 x his share in % At 5% share, the earnings would be 200 x 5% = 10 GETH2

GKEY 2021 Roadmap Details
Q1 2021:






Token Creation & Presale
Marketing
Exchange Listing
Liquidity Lock
Farming Pool Launch

Q2 2021:






Marketing
More Exchange Listings
Audits
ETH 2.0 Staking Support
Token Burn & Buybacks

Q3 2021




Audits
Partnerships
Farming Expansion

GKEY Token Allocation









Presale:
940,000 GKEY
Airdrop/Bounty to the community: 50,000 GKEY
Staking:
1,000,000 GKEY
Uniswap:
1,000,000 GKEY
Exchange: 2,000,000 GKEY
Marketing: 500,000 GKEY (Locked for 6 months)
Team:
500,000 GKEY (Locked for 12 months)
Reserve:
10,000 GKEY

Finally, GKEY has developed an integrated protocol with a simple and interactive
interface that is user-controlled and incentivized to grow users’ crypto portfolios
through transparency.

